Abstract. Critical infrastructures are interconnected on multiple levels, and due to their size models with acceptable computational complexity and adequate modeling capacities must be developed. This paper presents the skeleton of a graph based model and sketches its capabilities.
Introduction
Critical infrastructures, including primarily the energy, financial services, health care, public services, and transportation sectors [1, 2] , are interconnected and interdependent on multiple levels. This leads to a number of questions which must be answered satisfactorily to protect the well-being of the population, functioning of government, and economic capabilities. Questions may include what cascading effects a regional failure of one critical infrastructure (such as the recent November 2006 failure of the electric power grid throughout much of continental Europe [3] and the August 2003 power outages in the northeastern U.S. and Canada [4] ) may have on other infrastructure components, or to elaborate how adding small and hence cost-effective amounts of redundancy can significantly enhance the overall robustness of this interconnected network of infrastructure services.
While elaborate models exist for many individual infrastructures, it is desirable to also investigate larger-scale interactions among multiple infrastructure sectors. Research questions include the conditions for cascading effects resulting from isolated and coordinated infrastructure component failures, together with circular and transitive effects that might inhibit or at least severely impede the resumption of regular infrastructure services. This requires the development of models of acceptable computational complexity providing adequate modeling capabilities. The level of detail which can be incorporated in such models is limited compared to sector-specific models; however, in many cases the basic identification of interdependencies and critical dependency paths between infrastructure components already provides valuable information.
We describe a general graph-theoretical modeling and analysis framework based on multigraphs which can be used to analyze simple connectivity models, but which is also extensible to characterize particular types and interdependencies in more detail. The graph-theoretical model provides a set of efficient and well-understood formalisms also amenable to algorithmic investigation that a less rigorously formulated approach (e.g. agent-based simulations) cannot provide. Examples of possible model extensions include domain-specific abstract models which take the properties of certain types of infrastructures (e.g. for the electric power grid, pipelines, or even command and control structures) into account and use this family of models to analyze interdependencies among multiple types of infrastructures. Of particular interest to our research are issues involving transitive and circular interdependencies which may not be immediately obvious, may incorporate feedback and amplification, or even ringing and time-dependencies within the infrastructure network. Results from such analysis can e.g. help to devise more robust critical infrastructure networks or, in case of emergencies and disasters, help to prioritize resources to maintain minimum levels of service or to prevent the collapse of infrastructure webs.
Model Overview
This section gives an overview of our proposed model. For further details and discussions on its interrelationship with other models we refer to [5, 6, 7] .
Interactions among infrastructure components and infrastructure users are modeled in the form of directed multigraphs, further augmented by response functions defining interactions between components. In the model, the vertices 
is the maximum pressure supported in the storage of resource d j in the node v a ). Pairwise dependencies between nodes are represented with directed edges, where the head node is dependent on the tail node. The edges of a given infrastructure are defined by a subset E of E = {e 
that determines the i-th flow of type j between the nodes v a and v b is defined. Given the responses at time t , the amount of resource j available in any node v a at time t + 1 is given by the sum of the internally generated resources, amount resource in storage, and incoming resources to the node at time t . A node v a is said to be functional at time t if it receives or generates a sufficient amount of resources to satisfy its internal needs. A metric for the level of functionality of an infrastructure is given by the sum of the functionality of the infrastructure components divided by the number of components. Figure 1 shows the critical interdependencies between a power distribution network, a telephony transport network and a gas pipe. At time 0 in Figure 1 (b) the gray power node fails. There is an immediate effect on the telecommunication and power distribution network, while the gas pipe seems to remain functional. After 25 iterations the first gas reservoirs are deprecated, and after 50 iterations the functionality of the gas pipeline drops to zero, leading to series of cascading failures in the power distribution and telecommunication networks.
Conclusion
The presented model provides a natural progression from the initial studies of large complex networks which concentrated on evaluating the robustness of attacks towards the infrastructure based on static failures [8, 9] . The flexible framework for modeling infrastructures and their interdependencies we first reported in [5] , and the graph-theoretical model augmented with a set of response functions that can model both unbuffered and particularly buffered resources along with their production and consumption in a network of infrastructure components presented in [6] defines the baseline of our research. The model allows consideration of multiple concurrent types of interdependencies such as may arise in the provision of further infrastructure services along with simple prioritization mechanisms as may be necessary in case of some elements of the infrastructure network becomes unavailable or owing to a partitioning of the interdependency graph.
Our ongoing research focuses on one hand on extending the model to include component reliability [7] and improve time granulation, on the other hand identification of graph-theoretical and combinatorial optimization techniques (particularly as applicable to large-scale graphs) for both the identification of critical interdependencies and efficient mechanisms for increasing the robustness of such interdependent graphs. Future work includes further extensions of the model in which the response function can accommodate multiple resources being provided by each individual vertex in both discrete and continuous variables, resulting in a web of interdependencies.
